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Abstract 
This paper continues a research on universal contexts and semantics for Petri nets started 
by Nielsen, Priese and Sassone (1995). We consider generalized, labelled Petri nets N where 
some transitions and places are distinguished as public. They form the interface of N that may 
communicate with a Petri net context. An elementary calculus, 8, is introduced in which one 
can construct any Petri net with an interface from trivial constants (single places, single tiansi- 
tions) by drawing arcs, adding tokens, and hiding public places and transitions. We prove the 
existence of a universal context U such that two Petri nets behave the same in any context 
if their behaviour is equal in the universal context. Let B(U[N]) be the behaviour of N em- 
bedded in its universal context, where B may be the interleaving language, step-language, or 
true-concurrent pomset-language. In any of these cases, B(U[N]) (in contrast to B(N)) turns out 
to be a compositional semantics of N with respect to the algebra 8. In addition, the interleaving- 
and step-semantics are just special cases of the true-concurrency pomset-semantics. @ 1998- 
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1. Introduction 
This chapter presents an outline of the intentions of this paper. Formal definitions 
and proofs of the concepts and facts mentioned here are in the following chapters. 
1.1. Some general remarks on semantics and Petri nets 
On a very abstract level, a behaviour B for a programming language 9% is simply 
a mapping B : 99 + Jt that attaches to any program p E 99 a meaning B(p) in A. 
_K is some class of reasonably well understood mathematical objects, e.g., sets of 
words or partial orders, domains, (ultra-)metric complete spaces, etc. 92 usually 
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possesses some algebraic structure (92, {opik}i~~,k~K) of k-ary syntactic operators 
op,! : .9’Yk + 92’. In this paper, by a semantics Y we understand a compositional 
behaviour. Compositional&y of Y (with respect to this algebra of 99) simply means 
the existence of semantic operators cpf : ~2’~ 4 A such that Y(opf(p,, . . . , pk)) = 
@$W(Pd,..., y(Pk)) holds for all pj in 92 Some concept of a context is often 
used where C[p] denotes the program p embedded into the context C. We define 
a context as an expression of the algebra (~~U{o},{opik}iEl,kE~), and C[p] is the 
program that results from replacing every dot l in C by p. It turns out that a semantics 
is compositional if and only if for all programs p,,pz in P_Y, 
Y(p,)=Y(pz) # for any context C:Y(C[p,])=Y(C[p2]) 
holds. Although this fact is folklore among the community of semantics we present 
a sketch of a proof. If the latter equivalence holds we define 
oTk(s,,...,&):= 
WPk~Pl,... ,Pk)) for PiEPZ with Y(pi)=Si, ldi<k, 
I if gpi:Y(pi)=Si for some i, I<i<k. 
This definition is sound: if we have additional programs pi,. . . , pi with Y(p:) = Si 
for ldi<k, y(opk(pl,...,pk)) = y(opk(p{,... , p;)) holds. This is easily seen as 
from 9’( pi) = Y( p,‘) one concludes 
WOPk( Pi ,...,p[_1,pi,pi+l,...,pk))=~o(Opk(p:,...,PI-1,Pil,Pi+l,...,Pk)), 
where opk( pi,. . . , pi_, , l , pi+, , . . . , pk ) is a context for 1 < i <k. Chaining together 
these equations for 1 di <k yields Y(opk(p,, . , pk)) = Y(opk(pi, . . . , pi)). 
Only if: Suppose now that Y is compositional. If Y(C[p,])=Y(C[p2]) holds 
for all C we can choose C = l , so Y(p,) = 97~2) holds. In case 9’(p,) = .Y(pz) 
holds, we easily see that P’(C[p,]) = Y(C[p2]) is true for C = l and C = p E 92’ as 
Y(~[P~I)=Y(P~)=~~P(P~)=~P(.[P~I) and ~P(P[PI~>=~(P)=,~~(P[P~~). We have 
to show that the equation also holds for a context C = opk(C,, . . . , ck) where Cl,. . , ck 
are again contexts. By induction hypothesis we assume Y(Ci[pi])= Y(Ci[p2]) for 
I< id k. Then, by compositionality, 
~(C[Pll) = mPkmPll ,...,~k[Pll))=~k(~(~l[Pll),~~~~~(~k[Pll)) 
= @JkW(Cl iP21) ,-.,~(~k[P21))=~(~Pk(~1[P21~-~~k[P21)) 
= 9YC[P21). 
An alternative way of describing compositional&y is to say that the semantic equiv- 
alence - (p, M p2 :H Y(p,) = 97~2)) is a congruence (with respect to the algebraic 
operations of 99). To design a compositional semantics one can generally follow 
a continuation approach by setting 9’ : 92 -+ A with M := %?on -+ 93, where Van 
is the class of contexts over the algebra of 92 and 98 is a class of intended be- 
haviours. Thus, Y(p) is a mapping that describes the behaviour of p in any context: 
Y(p) : %‘on ---f 93, Y(p)(C) :=B(C[p]). It is easily seen that any semantics defined 
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this way is compositional. We shall call a context U universal (for %‘on and B) if 
the following equation holds for all ~1, p2 E .YLY: B(U[pl]) = B(U[pz]) ti VC E %?on: 
B(C[pl])=B(C[p2]). If such a universal context U exists, LY”(p):=B(U[p]) ob- 
viously defines a semantics Y’ : cF’_Y -+ CiY with the same semantic congruence YYI 
on 93’ as NY. On the other hand, let B be any behaviour and Co any context such 
that B(Co[pl])=B(Co[p2]) implies B(pl)=B(pz) for all pt,pz~YY. If Y(p):= 
B(CO[p]) turns out to be compositional one can conclude that CO must be universal 
for B. A proof is completely trivial. 
The story may be slightly more complicated in practice as a concrete programming 
language is not described by a single algebra but by a system of algebras, one for 
terms, another one for expressions, declarations, e.g., 92 may also denote some dy- 
namical systems, not necessary only programming languages. However, this does not 
change the connections described above between algebras, contexts, compositionality, 
and congruences. 
In the case that L?J’_Y involves some kind of parallelism, one distinguishes between 
interleaving and true-concurrency and between linear time and branching time seman- 
tics. These concepts are properties of J%‘. They describe whether the parallelism of 
.Y_Y can be seen directly in M (true-concurrency semantics) and whether the branch- 
ing points for a non-deterministic behaviour are visible (branching time semantics). 
Thus, sets of strings (i.e., languages) are the classical example for a linear time inter- 
leaving semantics, while for a branching time interleaving semantics trees are normally 
used. To express true-concurrency partially ordered structures such as sets of pomsets 
in the linear time case and event-structures in the branching time case may be used. 
In connection with a semantics Y : 9’2 -+.A’ Petri nets play a hybrid role. They are 
found both as &? and as 99. Thus, one talks about the “Petri net semantics” of 
PLY if any p E 92 is interpreted by some Petri net. This follows the idea that the 
behaviour of a Petri net is sufficiently well understood. Thus, it suffices to interpret 
an object p E .YLf by a Petri net to understand the true-concurrency behaviour of p. 
On the other hand, a Petri net may be considered as a directed bipartite graph which 
possesses a behaviour that is described by its token-game. In the first point of view, 
Petri nets are sufficiently well understood to play the role of .M themselves. In the 
second case, Petri nets play the role of 92 and their behaviour has to be defined 
in some appropriate mathematical structure JE. Both points of view have their own 
rights, depending on the level of abstraction one wishes to use. in this paper we shall 
adopt the second point of view, i.e., we investigate semantics Y: YJV+ A for the 
class .YM of Petri nets. However, we immediately run into a serious difficulty as 
b.,V is not endowed with any canonical algebraic structure. Thus, the concept of com- 
positionality does not apply and some people hesitate to talk about semantics in the 
absence of compositionality. Some classical concepts as the Petri net language L(N) 
(see, e.g. [lo-12, 181) or the semi-language S(N) of semi-words (i.e. only partially 
ordered words, see, e.g., [9, 14, 211) of a Petri net N, however, play the role of such 
semantics without any compositionality. Also, there is no commonly accepted concept 
of a Petri net context. Therefore, we introduce such a concept of a context for Petri 
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nets and enrich the class of Petri nets with an algebraic structure. This will be such a 
simple generalization of Petri nets that its relevance will be more or less self-evident. 
Any Petri net is easily formed in this calculus from very trivial constants by applying 
very simple operations. Therefore, it is rather a surprise that several compositional se- 
mantics are easily definable to handle languages, step-languages, and pomset-languages 
for Petri nets. 
1.2. Outline of a calculus for Petri nets and Petri net contexts 
We investigate a very elementary Petri net algebra that follows canonically from the 
way one draws a graph of a Petri net. There will be nullary operations (i.e., constants) 
for single places and transitions, one binary operation I( for the non-synchronized con- 
current parallel product, and several unary operations for drawing arcs from places to 
transitions and from transitions to places and for putting tokens on places. However, 
if we define such a general algebra we encounter a serious problem. We can now 
define for any Petri net N and any single place p or transition t of N some context 
C such that C[N] may inspect p and t itself. It is rather difficult for us to imagine 
an interesting behaviour such that the semantic congruence is not trivial in this case: 
If Y(C[Nl]) = Y(C[Nz]) has to hold for any context C (thus, also for contexts that 
inspect all places and transitions of Nl and Nz), either Y does not care about the 
places and transitions (and must thus identify too many intuitively different nets) or 
cares about the mere syntactic occurrence of places and transitions of NI and N2, and 
so distinguishes too many syntactically different nets with, nevertheless, an intuitively 
equivalent behaviour. The solution is rather obvious. Some parts of a Petri net (places 
and transitions) have to be declared as private, others as public. A context must not 
add new arcs to private elements (or put tokens onto private places) but may commu- 
nicate with the public elements. Thus, contexts must not inspect the private sections 
of a Petri net. We present an example of this idea in Fig. 1. The Petri nets N1 and 
N2 both behave like an asynchronous flip-flop-switch with two input gates (places 1 
and 2) and three output gates (transitions a, b, and c). A stream of signals entering via 
input gate 1 passes a twice and then b once, and so on. A stream of signals entering 
via input gate 2 may pass to gate c but is blocked in the interval between a firing of b 
and a consecutive a. The places p2 and p4 and all transitions of N, and the places p2 
and p6 and the transitions t3, t4, and t5 of N2 are public. All other parts belong to the 
inner structure that realizes the intended behaviour. We therefore will investigate Petri 
nets with interfaces. An interface is simply an ordered subset of places and transitions 
that are declared as public. Using this ordering we can talk about the ith interface 
place or ith interface transition. We use labelled Petri nets with a labelling function L 
from the transitions to a set of actions or to the invisible action z. Of course, public 
transitions must not be labelled by z, as they are visible. However, we allow inner 
transitions (i.e., transitions that do not belong to the interface) to be labelled by either 
a visible or an invisible action, according to the standard of classical labelled Petri 
nets. 
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Fig. 1. Two Petri nets NI, N2 with the same interface (places 1, 2, transitions 1, 2, 3). Putting four tokens 
on interface place 1 and two tokens on interface place 2, e.g., leads to the same behaviour in both nets. 
In case of a language-behaviour, it leads to the language {accaba, aaccba, aabacc, acacba, acabac, aacbac}. 
No context that is connected to the interface places and transitions via additional arcs can distinguish N1 
and N2. 
For our algebra this implies that we deal with partial operations. Drawing an arc 
from place pi to transition tj is only allowed if p; and tj belong to the interface. The 
constants for a place or transition refer to public places and transitions. We therefore 
introduce additional hide-operations to simply remove objects from the interface and 
declare them as private. For a Petri net N, communication with a context C is achieved 
by adding some new arcs between the places and transitions of N and C. For a huther 
discussion we refer to [ 161 where a restricted form of embedding a Petri net into 
a context is used in which only arcs from transitions to places may be added to 
connect a Petri net with its context. 
Once we have endowed 9J9, the class of Petri nets with an interface, with an 
algebra we have a concept of contexts, Van. The behaviours we are interested in 
are the language of N, the step-language of N, and the language of pomsets of N. 
We will be able to construct a (surprisingly trivial) universal context U for YAY for 
any of the three behaviours mentioned. In fact, one and the same U suffices for all 
three behaviours as our language and step-language semantics turn out to be (more 
or less) just special cases of the pomset semantics. We shall prove the universality 
of U indirectly by showing that B(U[N]) is compositional. Thus, there was only a 
small step left from the known non-compositional “semantics” of Petri nets to 
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algebraically smooth compositional semantics: define Y(N) as B(U[N]) and not as 
B(N). 
The calculus that we present below is a generalization of the one used by Nielsen, 
Priese, Sassone [ 161 for (step-)languages. The main differences between [ 161 and this 
paper is that in [ 161 a Petri net could communicate with a context only by adding new 
arcs from transitions to places. In the new calculus we may add new arcs between 
places and transitions of the interface of a net and its context arbitrarily in any direction. 
A further, minor difference is that the Petri net calculus here can construct any Petri net 
from a finite number of atoms, two to be exact. We also investigate a compositional 
pomset semantics while [16] deals only with (step-)languages. 
1.3. Connection to other calculi for Petri nets 
Milner presents, in [15], an elementary calculus for Petri nets that allows for the 
introduction of single places and transitions and for their binding into larger nets via 
operations that declare the arc connections (using pre- and post-sets) and mark places, 
but no compositional semantics is given. This calculus is closely related to ours and 
we will see later how it can be expressed in terms of our calculus. In [3], Brown et al. 
introduce a language of nets with several operators chosen in such a way that a smooth 
compositional semantics can be given in terms of category theory with product, co- 
product, tensor product, etc. as semantic operators. While Milner’s calculus describes 
the basic graphic structure of a Petri net, the calculus in [3] is on the other end of 
a line of abstractions: atoms may be arbitrarily complex Petri nets and the operators 
also reflect such abstract things as refinements. Using our figure of 9 : 99 + A! for a 
semantics, Petri nets play the role of .G?Y in both these calculi. The hybrid role of Petri 
nets as 9’9 and JZ is clearly seen in [4], e.g., where the same Petri net algebra is used 
to specify both the structure of nets as well as their behaviours. However, Petri nets are 
mainly used as a semantics for other concurrent systems, see, e.g., [6-8, 13, 17,221. 
For this purpose it is not necessary to consider Petri nets as an algebra. Nevertheless, 
Petri nets as a semantic domain are also sometimes defined as a calculus. A well- 
known example is the Petri-Box calculus of Best. This calculus is used in [2] as a 
semantics for the concurrent language B(PN)2 - however, in [ 131 also an operational 
semantics for the Petri-Box calculus is presented. Frequently, special cases of Petri 
nets are used as semantics for the behaviour of general Petri nets. Occurrence-nets 
and processes, [l], (they present mainly infinite unfoldings of Petri nets as a more 
dynamical model) may be seen in this way. As the set ProcN of all possible processes 
of a Petri net N is more or less equivalent to N (i.e., ProcN, = ProcN, implies Ni = N2 
up to minor syntactic differences in N1 and Nz), processes are a semantics for Petri 
nets with a trivial semantic equivalence. However, one important use for them is that 
they can replace Petri nets which are used as a semantics for some other object. Thus, 
by processes one may change a Petri net semantics Y : X9? --f PN, where 9’(p) is 
some Petri net, to a process semantics 9’ : .YL? + Process, where Y(p) is replaced 
by Proc.Y(,). 
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2. Basic Petri net notations 
In this paper, Act denotes some fixed, infinite, countable set of actions. We fre- 
quently use ai as names for actions. Let M, :=M U {T}, where r is an invisible action 
not in Act, for any M C Act. 
Definition 1 (Labelled Petri nets with interface). A finite labelled Petri net with an 
interface, Petri net for short, is a 7-tuple N = (PN, TN, FN, I-N, SN,~, t), where 
_ PN is a finite set of places, TN is a finite set of transitions, and PN n TN = 8, 
- FN : (PN x TN) U (TN x PN) --f N is a mapping defining directed (multi)arcs between 
transitions and places, 
_ 1~~ : TN + Act, is a labelling function, 
_ sN : PN 4 N is the initial state (or marking), 
- P’(PI,...> pm) is a vector of distinct places in PN, the vector of ordered interface 
places, 
_ t = (t,, . . . ) tn) is a vector of distinct transitions in TN, the vector of ordered interface 
transitions, such that &(ti) fr for 1 <iQn. 
We denote the class of (finite, labelled) Petri nets with an interface by 9JY. A clas- 
sical Petri net is a Petri net with an empty interface, p=( )=t. (lpi, Itl) is called the 
dimension of N. Two Petri nets, (P, T,F, &s,(pl,. . . , pm),(tl,. . . , t,,)), (P’, T’, F', A’,.~‘, 
(P’1Y,P:,)At;M t;)), of the same dimension are called equivalent if there is an 
isomorphism between (P, T, F,I>,s) and (P’, T’,F’,i’,s’) which maps pi to p( and ti to 
t:, for 1 <i<m and 1 <j<n. 
Interface transitions must not be labelled by r, but inner transitions (not belonging 
to the interface) may be labelled by some element of Act or by r. Labels from Act, 
are standard in classical Petri net theory. We shall not distinguish equivalent Petri nets 
as they differ only by a renaming of the sets P and T. However, changing the order 
of the interface transitions or the interface places will result in a different Petri net. 
We shall assume that two Petri nets are always disjoint, which can be achieved by 
an appropriate renaming. We use a standard representation of a Petri net as a graph. 
Places are drawn as circles, transitions as bars, where the label in Act, is frequently 
written into the bar. The ith interface transition (place) is indicated by the number i 
attached to its bar (or circle, respectively). 
Definition 2 (Multisets, Steps, Step Languages). A multiset u on a set M is a func- 
tion p : M + N; the union ,ul U ~2 of multisets ~1, ~2 is the multiset ~1 + ,LQ such that 
(/lt + pz)(e) = PI(e) + pz(e) for all e E M. We use pM to denote the set of multisets 
on M. We also consider words of multisets where a multiset plays the role of a letter. 
We shall identify the empty word E with the empty multiset, i.e., the function yielding 0 
on all e EM. A step is a multiset p with finite support, i.e., {e E M I p(e)>O} is finite. 
STEP(M) denotes the set of all steps over M. STEP*(M) denotes the set of all (finite) 
words of steps over M. We embed M* into STEP*(M) by identifying a single letter, 
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tl, with the step {M} and a word w =c1r . . . ak EM* with {CIr} . . . {mk} E &%~*(d’f). 
A step-language (over M) is a subset L of STEP*(M). STEP* is an abbreviation of 
STEP*(Act). 
Definition 3 (Firing sequences, Petri net languages). A step XE STEP(TN) is en- 
abled at a state s E ppN if CtEr.. X(t) . FN(P, t)<s(p) for all p E PN; the firing of 
X at s leads to the state s’, stX>s’, where 
S’(P) =s(P) + C x(t) . (Mt, p) - Mp, t>> for all P E PN. 
tET, 
A step-sequence XI . . .X,, of N is a word of steps such that SN[.Y~ >SI and sitXi+r >si+r 
for I< i < n for some states si. We also write s~[Xr . . .X, > s,, . F”Q(N) denotes the set 
of all step-sequences of N. Xr . . .X, is called maximal if sN[xr . . .X, >sn[Xn+l >s,+~ 
implies Xn+r = E and s, =s,+~. For a step X of N, let &z,(X) denote the multi- 
set of non-r actions of X, i.e., for all aE Act, &(X)(a)= CtCAilc,,X(t). For a 
step-sequence x = Xr . . .X, E F”“p(N) let &N(x) be the word &(Xr). . .1,&Y,). The 
step-language L’“P(N) of N is the set L ““p(N) := {,I&) 1 x E F”“J’(N)}. The step- 
sequences whose steps consist of at most one transition are called firing-sequences. 
F(N) denotes the set of all firing-sequences of N. L(N) := &(F(N)) is the standard 
Petri net language of N. 2’ and _YStep denote the class of all Petri net languages and 
step-languages, respectively. 
Thus, Petri net languages belong to the interleaving semantic models as concurrency 
is neglected. Petri net step-languages are somewhere in the middle between interleaving 
and true-concurrency models: all actions of the same step are mutually concurrent - but 
not all concurrent actions have to be in one step. Thus, steps are non-deterministically 
chosen sets of mutually concurrent actions that are fired simultaneously. Of course, in 
(step-)languages the invisible actions r are mapped to the empty word. Furthermore, 
step-languages of Petri nets are closed under prefixes and unstepping, where a prefix 
of a step-word is defined as for words and Pref L denotes the set of all prefixes of 
step-words in L. An unstepping splits a larger step into a series of smaller ones. 
Definition 4 (Unstepping and Linearization of Steps). The operation unstep: STEP* 
+ 2sTEp* of step-words is defined inductively for a step X and a step-word x by 
unstep(X) := {XIX2 . . .X, ) Xl + . . . + X, =x}, 
unstep(XX) := unstep(X)unstep(X). 
The linearization lin of a step-word is its set of maximal unsteppings, i.e., lin : STEP* 
+ 2Act* with lin(X) :=unstep(x) 17 Act*. 
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Fig. 2. An example of a Petri net 
Examples. 
- We consider the Petri net N of Fig. 2. Obviously, 
Ptep(N) = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
{~,}{~3}{~3},{~3}{~1}{~3},{~3}{~3}{~1},{~1}{~3~~3}~{~3}{~l~~3}~ 
{tl,t3}{t3},{t3,t3}{tl},{ tl,t3,t3},{t2},{t2}{t3},{t3}{t2},{t2,t3}} 
=Pref unstep({tl,t3,t3},{t2,t3}), 
LSfeJ’(N) = Pref unstep({u, b, b}, {a, b}) = Pref unstep({a, b, b}). 
We define causality structures and pomsets following [5]. 
Definition 5 (Pose& causality structures, pornsets). A partially ordered set (poset) 
is a pair (X, < ) of a set X and an irreflexive, transitive, anti-symmetric relation, a 
partial order < on X. x is a predecessor of y if XC y holds. x is a direct pre- 
decessor of y if x < y holds and there is no z such that x <z < y holds. In these 
cases, y is also called a (direct) successor of x. The level of x, lev(x), is defined as 
sup{n I 3x1 ,...,x~EX: xl<x2< ... <x,=x}, the length of (X, <) by length((X, <)) 
:= sup{lev(x) Ix EX}. 
A causality structure CT over Act is a triple r~ = (X, <, e) of a poset (X, < ) and a 
labelling function e :X + Act, such that {x EX 1 lev(x) <FZ} is finite for all n E N and 
lev(x) < f3 for all x E X. 
Two causality structures cr, p are isomorphic if some bijection ‘Y :X, -X, exists 
such that Y(x)<,Y(y)~xx<.y and ~“,oul=& holds for all x,y~X,. 
A pomset (partially ordered multiset) p is an isomorphism class of causality struc- 
tures. [cr] denotes the pomset with the causality structure CJ as a representative. We call 
a pomset [(X, <,[)I finite if X is finite. Let POM*(M) denote the set of all finite pom- 
sets over some alphabet M C Act. Again, POM* is an abbreviation of POM*(Act). 
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N3: 
. . 
M a . 
a 
Y 
N4: 
Fig. 3. Example nets for determining some pomset-behaviours. 
We will only investigate finite pomsets in this paper. We graphically represent a 
pomset as a directed graph whose nodes are labelled by e(X) and whose directed arcs 
represent the direct successor relation. 
Example. The Petri nets Ni (i = 1,2,3) of Fig. 3 possess the following intuitive sets 
B’““(Ni) of pomset-behaviours, where x + y means that a transition labelled with x 
has to fire before y. @‘““@‘Vi) = {(F), (a),(b), (i)}, Bp”“(N2) = {(E), (a),(b), (a + b), 
(b--t a)}. Ni possesses a pomset (a b) in its behaviour, N2, however, possesses the 
two pomsets (a --+b) and (b + a). N3 has, amongst others, the following pomsets in 
its intuitive pomset-behaviour: 
where for example can be prolonged. In the token created from 
the first c is used to fire z and then c, which is why c depends on c. In 
a token independent from c is used to fire c (via z). 
We also call two nodes of a pomset graph concurrent if none is a predecessor of 
the other. For a formalization of the pomset-behaviour of a Petri net we follow the 
ideas of [ 1, 191 using an abstraction of processes. 
Definition 6 (Occurrence net, process). An occurrence net is a triple 0 = (B, E, F) 
with finite, disjoint sets of conditions, B, and events, E, and a relation F & (B x E) U 
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(E x B) defining arcs between them. For any b E B, el, ez E E we demand (bFel A bFe2 
+ el = e2) and (elFb /“\ e2Fb + el = ez). 
A process of a Petri net, N = (P, T, F~,&t,so,p, t), is a triple (O,r,A) of an oc- 
currence net 0 = (B, E, F), a mapping r : B U E + P U T with r(B) C P and r(E) 2 T, 
canonically extended to multisets on B U E, and a labelling function I+ := &I o Y. r must 
preserve the structure of 0, i.e., the conditions r(F(.,e)) = F~(.,r(e)), r(F(e, .)) = 
FN(r(e), .) for eE E, and r({b E B 1 F(.,b)= 8)) =SO must hold. By Proc(N) we de- 
note the set of all processes of a Petri net N. Additionally, a process (0, r, 1,) is called 
maximal if no transition is enabled at its final state sf := r({b E B 1 F(b, .) = a}). 
We consider a pomset of N as an abstraction @(rc) of some process 7~ of N where 
we drop all places and invisible actions. 
Definition 7 (Pomsets of a Petri net). @: Proc(N) + POM* is defined as @((O,r, 
,l)):=[(X,<,P)] with X:={eEEI2(e)#z}, <:=F+lx,x, and d:=& for 0= 
(B, E, F). Let porn(N) := {Q(X) I 71 is a process of N} denote the pomset-language 
of N and _Y’J’om := {U”“(N) IN E 9X9) the class of all Petri net pomset-languages. 
We may sequentialize pomsets by introducing additional elements to their ordering 
relation. 
Definition 8 (Sequential ordering). A pomset p is called more sequential than a pom- 
set q if there are representations p= [(X, c~,[)] and q= [(X, <,,e)] with c4 C: <,,. 
By >$&q) := {[(X, < , P)] I < 4 G < } we denote the set of all pomsets more sequential 
than q. 
Obviously, we may consider words in Act* as special pomsets (with a total, linear 
ordering). Analogously, a step-word x =X1X2 . . .X,, is a special pomset where all ele- 
ments in Xi are ordered before all elements in Xj, for 1 <i <j <n, and all elements 
of the same step Xi are mutually concurrent, for 1 <i <II. In this sense, we can write 
Act* C STEP* C POM*. 
Definition 9 (Steps of a Pomset). The set of steps, step(p), of a pomset p is defined 
by step: POM* + 2sTEp*, with step(p) := Bsrq( p) n STEP*. 
The following is obvious: 
Lemma 1. For any Petri net N: 
- L”“p(N) = step(ZY”“(N)), 
- L(N) = lin(L”‘P(N)). 
Definition 10 (Algebraic operations on Pomsets). Let C, r C Act. In language theory, 
a homomorphism h : C + r* maps a letter into a word (with h(wlw2) = h(wl)h(wz) for 
all words WI, w2 E C*), a fine homomorphism h : C + r, maps a letter into a letter or 
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the invisible action z, and a very jine homomorphism (or renaming) h : .T -+ r maps a 
letter into a letter. The application of a very fine homomorphism to a pomset is defined 
by h(p) := [(X, <, h o e)] for p = [(X, <, l)]. For a fine homomorphism h, the newly 
invisible elements have to be deleted. Thus h(p) : = [(X’, < ‘, L” )] with X’ : = {x E X 1 ho 
Qx)#z}, <‘:= <IX’, 8’ := h o 81x,. The inverse of these mappings is defined as in 
set theory, i.e. hki(K) := {p E POM*(C) 1 h(p) EK} for K & PO&!*(T). The shufle 
of two pomsets pi = [(Xi, <i,8i)], i = 1,2, is defined by p1 W p2 := [(Xl CJ&, < 1 Ij <p, 
TV CJ &)]. A big shufle, W, is defined inductively on sets of pomsets by WOL := {[(0,0, 
0)]}, W”+‘L:=LW W”L, ML:= lJnZO W”L. Further, Wp:= W(p). 
Note, as step-words x E STEP* and words w E Act* are special pomsets, h(X) and 
h(w) are already defined for fine and very fine homomorphisms. Of conrse, h(w) 
coincides with the standard definition from language theory. However, for W we 
need a new definition as for (step-)words the shuffle operator maps two words into 
a set of words. This set expresses all possible shufflings of the two words. Thus, 
~1 W ~2 := step(& W i2) and WI W w2 := lin(step(91 W &)), where & and Gi denote xi 
and wi considered as pomsets. Of course, this definition coincides with the standard 
shuffle-product for words. Furthermore, we can use the big shuffle, which has not been 
used in the literature before, also for languages of (step-)words. It turns out to be quite 
helpful. E.g., the pomset-language of the Petri net N4 of Fig. 3 is easily expressed by 
~““W4) = w ((a),( a -+ b)}. The language of N4 is L(N4) = W {E, a, ab} = Pref Nab. 
Thus, Nab is the Dyck-language over a and b, where a plays the role of “(” and b 
that of “)“. 
Definition 11 (Algebraic operations on step-words). Let x,x’ denote step-words in 
STEP* and L a step-word language, i.e., L s STEP*. We define the relation Gee 
for some letter 01 E Act as the transitive closure of 
< 1 x-.-CJ ’ :u 3x1, ~2, ~3 step-words and X1,X2 (possibly empty) steps s.t. 
x = x1(& u {+x2&x3 and x’ =x1&x2(& u {a}>x3. 
This relation may yield x <L x’ with length(X) > length(X’) in the case that X1 is empty 
but X2 is not. We define an alternative relation 6: by 
&’ :G x d ix’ and length(X) < length($), 
and =& as its transitive closure. Let 
M&(L) := {x EL 1,3x’ EL : x’ #x and x’=& x}. 
In M&(L) all letters CI are “transported as far to the left as possible in L” without 
introducing additional steps. In contrast to Mih, in g we shall shift letters CL non- 
deterministically to the left, independent of whether the resulting words remain in L 
or not, or whether new steps are introduced: 
g (L) := {x E STEP* 13~’ E L : x <, x’}. 
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Analogously, we can shift letters a to the right: 
Ti (L):={XESTEP* 13X’EL:X’<aX}. 
The Ll-quotient Ll\Lz of L2 is defined as 
The difference between da and <a is easily seen in an example. For three step- 
words consisting of actions a and y, {a}{a,y}, {a,y}{a}, and {y}(u)(u), we can 
see that {y}{u}{u}~~{u,y}{u}<:o(a,y} holds. The further the y moves to the 
left the “smaller” the word gets under 6,. ’ Under <b we have a different result. Still, 
{a, y}{u}~~{u}{u, y} holds, but {y}{u}{u}~~{u, y}(u) is false due to the higher 
number of steps in {y}(u)(u). 
As words in Act* are special cases of step-words in STEP* we use the above 
definitions also for words. Obviously, those operations applied to words result in words 
or sets of words. E.g., for words u, v one gets v da u if there are words WI, ~2, w3 such 
that v = wIctw2w3 and u = W~W~CXW~ hold. Note that & and <a coincide for words. 
3. An elementary Petri net calculus 
To define our algebra on Petri nets we shall use the following operators on 9’JV, 
which are formally defined in Definition 12: There are three nullary operators, the 
constants 0, place, and u-tram, where 0 denotes the empty Petri net, place denotes 
the Petri net consisting of exactly one place (which is also the first and only interface 
place), and u-tram denotes a Petri net consisting of exactly one interface transition 
labelled with a. We use one binary operator, 11, the parallel product of two Petri nets 
without any arc-connection between them. Further, some unary operators are required, 
namely arc,?_; T, which adds an arc from the ith interface place to the jth interface 
transition urc’T+.P which adds an arc from the ith interface transition to the jth inter- 
face place, and-&irk,, which adds tokens to some interface places. We choose s E ,u’. 
s(i) is the number of tokens to be added to the ith interface place. Of course, we 
identify s with the marking 2‘~ ppN with F(p)=0 if pep and ?(p)=s(i) if p is the 
ith interface place. Furthermore, there is the unary operator reordern, which rearranges 
the order of the interface transitions and places as described by rc = (ret, 712) E y x 7; 
rt is a pair of permutations, where y := U naO yn, and ‘J,, denotes the class of all per- 
mutations of n elements. hide: is another unary operator which hides the ith inter- 
face place from the interface - however, the place remains in the net, only the in- 
terface is changed. Besides there are hider, which hides the ith interface transition 
from the interface, and r-hidei, which works like hide’ but additionally relabels the ith 
interface transition to r. Finally, we use two operators meld% and meld,Tjia that merge 
two places or transitions into one. This new object takes position i in the interface. In 
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case of the meld,Tj,,-operator the newly created transition is labelled by the action 
symbol a. 
These operations are not necessarily always defined. We consider, e.g., hider(N) as 
undefined (I) if N does not possess an ith interface transition. The following definition 
explains formally the results of applying these operations to Petri nets. 
Definition 12 (Petri net operators). The operators just mentioned are formally defined 
by the following operations (for some nets N, Nt , Nz). 
0 := (0,0,0,0,0, ( 1, ( )I, 
pl~ce:=((p),0,0,0,0,(~),( )I, 
a-trans := (0, {t}, 0, A(t) = a, 0, ( ),(t)) for a E Act, 
with F/(x, y) := 
fi(% Y> if x #pN(i) v y # TV, 
fi(P,v(i), tN( j)) + 1 otherwise, 
with F/(x, y) := 
fi(%Y) if x # tN(i) v y #pN(j), 
fi(tN(i),pN( j)) + 1 otherwise, 
~~~~,(N):=(PN,TN,FN,~N,sN +s,PN,~N), 
for s E pLIpl’-‘pn’ if PN = (PI,. . . , p,), 
reorder,(N):=(PN,T~,F~,~~,S~,~~(pry-),.nz(l~)), 
hidep(N):=(PN,TN,FN,)1N,SN,A~‘(pN),tN) for l<i<lpNl, 
where Al : M” -+ M”-’ for an arbitrary set M, is a 
projection that deletes the ith element of a vector 
of AI”: Al((Xl,..., xn)):=(X1,..., Xi_l,Xi+l,..., Xn), 
hider(N):=(P N, N, N, N, N, N, T F A s p Alf”‘(t~)) for 1 <i<ltNl, 
z-hidei := (PN, TN,FN,;~‘,sN,PN,A~~“(~N)) for 1 did ItrY_l, 
with l’(t) = 
&I(t) if tE TN - {tN(i)}, 
z if t = tN(i). 
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meZd,rj(N):=(Pn - {p,v(j)},T,~,F’,~.~,s’,A~‘~‘(p~),t~) for l<i<jdlp,~I, 
FN(P.w(~), Y) + FN(m(.I’), Y) if x =m(i)3 
with F’(x, y) := FN(x,m(i)) + fi(x~4.I’)) if Y =pdi), 
FN(~, .!‘I otherwise, 
and s’(x) := 
SN(PN(I’)) + sN(pN(j)) if x =pN(i)? 
sN(x) otherwise, 
mefdz~j,,(N):=(I’~, TN - {t,v(j)},F'.~',SN,pN,Ajfy'(~N)) 
for l<i<j<ltNl AaEAct. 
FN(~N(~),.Y) + FN(~N(~), Y) if x=tN(ih 
with F’(x, y) := FN(x, TV) + FN(X, tN( j)) if Y = TV, 
fi(X, Y) otherwise, 
a 
and A’(x) := 
if x = fN(i), 
AN(x) otherwise. 
Definition 13 (Derived operators). We frequently use the following derived opera- 
tors: place’ := 0, placek+’ :=place 11 placek, ak-trans := al-tram II . . . II ak-tram, where 
ak denotes the vector (al,. . . ,ak). For a finite subset I C kJi, hide: := hide:_,,,,, 0 
hide:, [. We define hide; and z-hide1 analogously. For u = (i,, . . . , ik) and w = (jl,. . , 
jk) let UrC,P,',T:=arCP'To.. .oarC[zL and arC~~~:=Ui'Cr" 0 ~~~oai”C~‘~ 
II-11 ll-i/l lk +Ja 
Example. The Petri nets of Fig. 4 are defined by the following operations. Here 
11:=(1,...,n) and z:=(id,, (: y)) with id,,= (1 : :I: z). 
NI = hiderarcf,‘,T(place II a-truns), 
N2 = mark{2.p(l,}(place”), 
N3 = arcL$(place” II a,-tram) 
= (arcp,‘,T(place II al-trans)) //. . .I1 (arcr,‘,T(place /I a,-tram)), 
N4 = reorder,hide[3,,,.,,t(N3) 
= (arc:&2, I ,(P lace2 I/ (~22, al )-trans)) 
Ilwql....,n-2) arc~_‘_n_2(place”-2 II (ax,. . . ,a,)-trans)), and 
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Fig. 4. Some examples of Petri nets with interface. 
tram), where the second interface transition has to be labelled at the 
start (say by c) and is removed by T-hide2 later. 
It should be obvious that these operators suffice to define any Petri net in .YML. 
In fact, they are redundant in order to allow smooth definitions. We shall use these 
operators to define a Petri net calculus d such that any net in Y&V is definable in 8. 
In addition, we present several compositional semantics Y for 8 that generalize some 
well-known semantics for classical Petri nets. In fact, we shall define several semantics 
Y for & such that Y(N)=L(N) or Y(N)=LSleP(N) or 9’(N) =Lp”“(N) holds for 
classical Petri nets N without an interface. 
It is quite a surprise that such interesting semantics are easily definable in a way that 
they become compositional for such a rich calculus as 8. If we draw a Petri net diagram 
for N using the above operators, we can define the compositional semantics Y step 
by step, during the process of drawing the Petri net, in terms of the behaviours Y(N’) 
of already designed subparts N’ of N. As an example, if we have already constructed 
N’ and S’= Y(N’) and we design N as arcT,‘T(N’) then Y(N)= LY’(arc~$‘(N’)) 
is obtainable by an appropriate semantic operation solely on S’, without any further 
knowledge of N’ and N. 
Definition 14 (An elementary Petri net calculus 6’). & is a calculus over Act defined 
by 
VaEAct:Vi,jEN:~s’sE~:V17CEyxY: 
PN :E 0 (place 1 a-tram 1 PN 11 PN 1 arcr_yT(PN) I ar&‘(PN) 
Imark, I reorder,(PN) I hideF(PN) 1 hider(PN) 
IT-hidei ( meZd:JPN) ( meldiTi;,(PN) 
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Definition 15 (Petri net context). A Petri net context, C, is an expression in &‘, 
where 8’ is the calculus 8 over Act enriched by a variable a. 92:= 8’ denotes the 
class of all contexts. Formally, g is defined by 
~‘aEAct:Vi,jEN:~s’sE~:~/71E?jxY: 
C :E 0 ( 0 lplace 1 a-tram 1 C ]I C 1 arciP,7r(C) I arc,T,-;P(C) 
Imark,( C) I reorder,(C) / hideP( C) I hider(C) 
Iz-hide;(C) I meld:JC) I meld,TJ,,(C) 
For C E %? and N E 95W we denote by C[N] the Petri net that results from replacing 
each l in C by N. 
Definition 16 (UniuersaZ context). Let 3 := {X+,X,: I i E bJ> &Act and Y := {yi I 
i E FYI} C Act be sets of special action names solely used by the universal context 
U,,,, (of dimension (m,n)), for m,n E bJ, where U,,,, is defined as the W-expression 
u m,n := arcL$“,+,, hide~arc~~~(U~, II l jl U&) 
with 
l.J$ := x,+-trans 11 xi-trans, 
and 
U” := mark(,,,,.,,~hide~~arc,(~l~cen (/ y,-trans). m,n 
For a Petri net N of dimension (m,n) we use U[N] as an abbreviation for U,,,,,[N]. 
Fig. 5 presents an example of a Petri net N of dimension (m,n) embedded into U,,,. 
The ith interface transition of N becomes the (i +m)th in U[N], the jth interface place 
of U the (j + m)th in U[N]. In the next chapter we shall prove that U is indeed a 
universal context in the sense of Section 1 
Fig. 5. Some net N with dimension (m, n) embedded into its universal context Umi,,,. 
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4. Pomset semantics 
Definition 17 (Pomset semantics). The pomset semantics YPom : YJ+Y 4 9r” is 
defined by 
YP”“(N) := LF,( U[N]), 
with 
Lr”(U[N]) := {p E LP”“(U[N]) 110 = (B,E,F), an occurrence net, 
3rc = (0, r, 1) E Proc( U[N]), a process of U[N], such that 
p= Q(z) and r({b~ B 1 F(b;) = S}) C Piv holds}, 
_Yrm := {LF”( U[N]) 1 N E YJVY}. 
As r({b E B 1 F(., b) = 0)) denotes the initial marking of a process, r({b E B 1 F(b, .) 
= 8)) is its final marking. Thus, the requirement r({b E B 1 F(b, .) = 0)) C PN reads that 
finally no tokens are left in U. Lr”(U[N]) is thus a terminal Petri net pomset-language 
(see, e.g. [ 1 l] for terminal Petri net languages) where at the end all context-places are 
emptied. We will see the necessity of this terminal condition later. It is important to 
note that 9’P”“(N) = U’““(N) for a classical Petri net without an interface. Thus, 9’Pom 
is a conservative generalization of the pomset-languages of classical Petri nets to Petri 
nets with an interface. 
Theorem 1 (Compositionality of the pomset semantics). YPom is compositionalfor 8. 
Proof. We present for each k-ary operator opk in & a k-ary operation Gk : (LT~“‘)~ -+ 
p44pom such that for all N 0 1,. . . , Nk E 9x9 the following equation holds. 
YPO”(opk(N, , . . . ,Nk))) = @k(yP”“(N,), . . . ,~p”“(i’&)). (1) 
The_ following operations ‘? obviously fulfill Eq. (1). 
- 0 := {(c)j = {K0,0,0>1). 
- pZe := Lr,( U[place]) =Uum( ++j )= W{(xT -x,),(x~)}. I.e., any 
pomset in pze is a graph of some unconnected pairs of nodes labelled by x: and 
x; with an arc from XT to XT in each pair plus some single nodes labelled by XT. 
This also means that we allow for auto-concurrency in our model. 
_ a-tGis := Lrm( U[ -t a rans])=L~~(~~O)=(~,)~ W(a+yl). 
- If Ni and N2 are Petri nets of dimension (mi, ni), i = 1,2, then Ni llN2 is of dimension 
(ml fm2, nl +nz) and the ith interface transition of Nz becomes the n1 +ith interface 
transition of Ni llN2. Thus, we have to rename the labels x:, . . . ,x,‘,, yl,. . . , y,,* of 
Um,,n,[N21 to x2&,,, .Yi+nl for Um,+m,,n,+n,[N~IIN21, which can be done by a fine 
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homomorphism hL,. A compositional semantics has to operate on Zrm, i.e. with- 
out knowing the Petri nets that gave rise to a particular language in Zr,. But 
fortunately, the universal context allows us to detect the dimension (mt,nt ) from 
the language Lr by setting ml := max{j 1 (XT) E Ll}, nl := max{j 1 (yj) E Lt }. This 
is why we had to put the tokens on the places of U, see Fig. 5: Any yj for j <nl 
is firable and thus appears as a pomset in L,. 
with 
XlLl, if a=x+ and ml = max{j/(xj+)EL,}, 
hL, :a H 
xi+nl, if a=~,: and ml = max{jI(x:)ELr}, 
J++~, if a = yi and nt = max{j 1 (yj) E Ll}, 
a otherwise. 
As we can detect the dimension from the language we can always check if the 
parameters of a semantic operation are in range and just define the semantics to be 
I if the evaluation of the Petri net expression would lead to an undefined net. For 
correct parameters, the remaining operations work as follows: 
_ r&&v,(l) :=72(L), with 
i?:aH 
if a=x,y EX, 
if a = y, E OY, 
otherwise, 
where rc = (~1,712) is the reordering of the interface. 
_ For a m;k operation, we must be able to put a token onto an interface place or, 
equivalently, allow for an invisible firing of the corresponding x+-transition. This can 
obviously be done by relabelling one such xL? in every pomset to r. Therefore, we 
define delete,: POM* + 2PoM’ for s = (s( 1) ,...,s(n)) E N” by q E delete,(p) :H 
q is obtained from p by deleting s(i) arbitrary nodes labelled with x:, for 1 bidn. 
Thus, m%k,(L) := delete,(l). 
h 
For an intuitive meaning of the x7- and xi-labels, notice that applying a markI.p(i) 
operation to a pomset of the form (xl? + xi ) (as produced by pze) will yield a single 
xi-node. We therefore may interpret such an x,:-node as the availability of a token 
on the ith interface place. We gain access to this token by removing the x,-node and 
thereby inhibiting this firing of the xi-transition. As the x,:-transition consumes one 
token, we now have an additional token on the ith interface place. We might note 
here that an x,:-node has no successors as it does not produce any tokens, but it may 
have predecessors. The predecessors of an x,:-node are the labels of those transitions 
that were necessary for the production of the corresponding token. Dually, an x:-node 
may have successors but no predecessors and represents the necessity of producing a 
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token. An $-node precedes all labels of transitions that depend on the production of 
this token. 
- After having applied an arci_j , T--*P the ith interface transition produces one extra token 
on the jth interface place for each firing. We therefore replace a token produced by 
the xi+-transition with one produced by the ith interface transition. Any transition 
consuming this token is now causally dependent on the ith interface transition. Since 
such a transition was formerly dependent on some x7 we just have to introduce new 
arcs from the ith interface transition to any successor of some xj’ and, afterwards, 
remove the x7. We have to make sure here that the x7 chosen is not a predecessor 
of the label of the ith interface transition we handle at that moment, otherwise our 
algorithm would introduce cycles. To detect this ith interface transition ti in our 
semantic domain (we are not operating on Petri nets here) we exploit a property of 
Lr”‘: no token is allowed to stay within U. As any action-label of the ith interface 
transition ti in L results from a firing of ti the yi-transition must fire after ti to finally 
remove the corresponding token from U. As a consequence, the action-labels of ti 
in L are precisely the direct predecessors of yi-actions in the pomsets. Thus, we 
define a=Tzip(L):=Fj,JL), where Fj,i operates on a pomset p as follows. 
For all nodes u in p with label yi do 
for all direct predecessors u’ of o in p do 
{there is at most one u’ with v’+ a in p as it requires one token to 
fire a y-transition of a universal context} 
choose one node v” in p labelled by XT that is no predecessor of v’ (Y” 
for all direct successors u”’ of u” {u” + v”’ holds in p} do 
add an arrow from v’ to v”’ in p od 
delete VI’ 
od 
od 
Fig. 6 shows an application of Fj,i. 
_ The aT$‘<r-operator works analogously to the a%:$‘-operator. After having ap- 
plied an arc,Fz,T, the jth interface transition needs one extra token on the ith inter- 
face place for each firing. Such an additional token may be available in form of an 
x,-node. By removing such a possible x,:-node we inhibit the corresponding firing 
of the x,:-transition giving us one extra token on the ith interface place. When we 
use this token for some firing of the jth interface transition that firing must be made 
causally dependent on the predecessors of the former xi-node. Our algorithm works 
like this: We introduce new arrows from any direct predecessor of the x,-node to 
the node of the jth interface transition and remove the xi-node. Again, we have to 
guarantee that no cycles are introduced. Therefore, we must not use an x,-node that 
is a successor of the label of the jth interface transition handled at that moment. Of 
course, labels of the jth interface transition in a pomset can again be identified as 
direct predecessors of yj-labels. Thus, we define a?izT(L) := Gi,j(L), where Gi,j 
operates on a pomset p as follows. 
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Fig. 6. F,,i introduces from any direct predecessor of any yi-node a new arc to the direct successor of one 
(arbitrarily chosen) x:-node such that no loops are introduced and eliminates the x:-node. 
z-----G GlJ 
Ctj) y3 
b’ 6 
(&I Y3 
Fig. 7. G,,, introduces a new arc from each direct predecessor of one (arbitrarily chosen) .x7-node to the 
direct predecessor of an yj-node such that no loops are introduced and then eliminates the .x7-node. 
For all nodes u in p with label yi do 
for all direct predecessors v’ of v in p do 
choose one node u” in p labelled by x,: that is no successor of v’ (v’# u”) 
for all direct predecessors v”’ of v” {v”’ + v” holds in p} do 
add an arrow from v”’ to v’ in p od 
delete u” 
od 
od 
Fig. 7 shows an application of Gi,j. 
- hider removes the ith interface place from the interface. Thus, 9’J’““(/zide~(N)) = 
L~“(u,_l,,[hideP(N)])=LP,om(“hideP”u,,,[N]) holds informally for dimN=(m, n), 
where “hidep” has to change U,,,, into U,,_I,~. As a consequence, we have to drop 
all pomsets in h~~(L~“(Um,,[N])) that use the $-transitions of U,,,, and apply 
a renaming afterwards. 
h~~(L):=hxr(L nmM*(A~t - {X+,X;})), 
where 
xi’- , if a=xi+ and j>i, 
h, :a ++ x,:, if a=xF and j>i, 
a otherwise. 
- If we want to hide the ith interface transition of N we have to remove the yi- 
transition and the corresponding place from U. As this yi-transition has no arc into 
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any further place of U[N] we simply rename it to r. 
h%?(L) :=7$,(L), 
where 
if a=yj and j>i, 
if a=yi, 
otherwise. 
_ For r-hi&i it is not sufficient to rename yi to r but we also have to relabel 
the ith interface transition tj by z. The labels of the ith interface transition in a 
po=t can again be identified as direct predecessors of y;-labels. Thus, one gets 
r-hi&i(l) := h, oG, (L), where G,(p) deletes, in a pomset p, the direct predecessor 
node of any node labelled with yi. 
- The effect of a rneld[j operation in the semantics is that tokens are allowed to flow 
from the ith to the jth interface place and vice versa in an unobservable manner. 
Clearly, this can be realized by introducing two transitions, one consuming a token 
from the ith interface place and producing one on the jth interface place, the other 
one with the reverse effect. For an unobservable flow of tokens these two transitions 
have to be relabelled to r. Finally, we have to remove the jth interface place from the 
interface by a hideP operation. As we can express the effect of meldP by operations 
already proven compositional, rneldP is compositional itself. 
_ The meld,T,,,-operator forces the ith and jth interface transition to fire simultane- 
ously. This can easily be expressed in the semantics. For each node of the ith 
interface transition in any pomset p there must be exactly one node of the jth in- 
terface transition in p. The two nodes must not be causally ordered as they are to 
occur simultaneously. We replace both nodes by a new node labelled with a. This 
node a will have the predecessors and successors of the two original nodes as its 
predecessors and successors, respectively. We notice that it has direct successors 
yi and yj now. The node a is the label of the new ith interface transition, so we 
remove the yj. We define m&Id~j;,(L) := hy,Mi,j;,(L), where Mi,j;n generates a new 
pomset from a given pomset p as follows. 
For each node v with a direct successor v’ labelled by yi in p do 
select a node v” with a direct successor v”’ labelled by yj in p 
such that v and v” are concurrent 
reject p if there is no such node v” 
for each direct predecessor u of v’l do 
add an arrow from u to u 
od 
for each direct successor u’ of v” do 
add an arrow from u to u’ 
od 
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Fig. 8. M,,j,a repeatedly selects both a node t’ belonging to the ith interface transition and a node 0” of 
the jth interface transition. The node U” and its y,-successor are removed. The node u inherits all arrows 
of u”. MI,,;. only works if each chosen pair (u, u”) is concurrent and the number of y;‘s and yj’s in the 
pomset is balanced. 
delete U” and a” 
relabel v by a 
od 
reject p if there remains a node v” with a direct successor labelled by yj in p 
Fig. 8 shows the effect of Mi,j;, on a pomset. 0 
This proves Y J’““(N) ‘=Lr”(U[N]) to be compositional (with respect to ~9’). As . 
a consequence, U is also universal for the Lrm -behaviour (see Section 1). From this 
proof it should be transparent why we use tokens on the interface places of U and why 
the fairness-condition for LPOM (that all enabled yj-transitions must fire) is required. 
We need the tokens to de&t the dimension of a Petri net N with L =Lr”(U[N]) 
from L. The dimension is important for a correct “game” with names in X and Y. 
The reason we defined 9’p”“(N) by Lrm( U[N]) instead of L”““(U[N]) is to ensure 
that any yj follows immediately after the label of the jth interface transition of N in 
any pomset of N. In a prefix-closed language (as L(U[N]), in contrast to Lo(U[N])) 
this fails for prefixes where yj’s are cut off. 
5. Step and word semantics 
In the previous chapter we have interpreted the meaning of a Petri net by a set 
(a language) of pomsets. With the help of a universal context we could define a 
compositional pomset semantics with a very simple proof for compositionality. The 
reason for this is that pomsets allow us to describe the behaviour of a Petri net so 
“truly” that our syntactic operations on Petri nets turn easily into algebraic opera- 
tors for the semantics. E.g., hiding the ith interface transition and relabelling it to r 
is trivially reflected by deleting all yi labels and their direct predecessors. We now 
transform this technique to step-languages and classical interleaving languages. I.e., 
the behaviour of a Petri net will now be interpreted by a language of step-words 
and words. The idea is that a single pomset p may be sufficiently well described by 
its set of all possible step-words, step(p), or by its set of all possible linearizations, 
lin(step(p)). Thus, if for all semantic operators Gk : (.Yp”)” + L2’rrn of the proof of 
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Theorem 1 the equations step($(Li,. . . ,Lk)) = step(@k(step(Li), . . . , step(&))) and 
lin 0 step(&jk(Lr , . . . ,Lk)) = lin 0 step(Gk(lin o Step(Ll), . . , lin 0 step(Lk))) should hold 
we would get step- and language semantics as trivial special cases of our pomset 
semantics: Set spS’“p(N) := step 9’pom(N), Y(N) := lin o step 9’J’Om(N) and get compo- 
sitionality for free from both equations. E.g., we might conclude: 
9-(opk(N~ ,...,Nk))=step(~Pom(opk(N~,...,Nk))) 
= Step(&pk(~p""(Nl), . . . , ypom(Nk))) 
= step o ojk(step o ,4”p”“(Ni ), . . . , Step 0 ypom(Nk)) 
= step o ~@p~(9”““~(Ni ), . . . , ~“‘ep(Nk)). 
However, both equations do not hold, but the situation is only slightly more compli- 
cated. Suppose again that we want to hide the ith interface transition and relabel it 
to r. Thus, if we find (i-a ) in some pomset p, we simply replace this part of p by 
(b). However, lin o step(p) (i - yi) turns into the set ayj W b = {uyjb, ubyj, buyj}. Thus, 
the direct predecessor a of yj in p usually cannot be detected in a single word of 
lin o step(p) - but is detectable from the whole set lin o step(p). This may easily be 
done with the help of a Min operation (compare Definition 11). In the above example 
we first have to apply Min,, to lin o step(p), resulting in Min,(ayj W b) = {uyjb, buyi}, 
which yields the correct direct predecessor of yj if p. In step-languages, the Min8 
operation allows for the detection of steps in which the jth interface transition is con- 
tained. A further problem arises when we need to identify the label of a transition and 
not only its position. In a step-word {a, b}{yj}, as it may be produced by a Min, oper- 
ation, we can see in which step the label of the jth interface transition appears, but we 
cannot identify the label itself. (It may be the a or the b here.) Luckily, step-languages 
of Petri nets are closed under unstepping. We can always find a step-word in which 
the label of the jth interface transition is the only label in its step. Then, of course, 
we know the label and can also identify it in step-words as {a, b}{yj}. Playing with 
this and similar tricks on the whole set of steps or linearizations of a single pomset, 
most of the semantic operators on pomsets are easily translated to new operators on 
languages of steps or words. 
Definition 18 (Step semantics YfeP). 9-“@ : PJW+ 9,f’” is defined by 
Ypstep(N) := Lp( U[N]), 
with 
L;s”p(u[Nl) :={&I&) 1 ~EF~‘~~(U[N]) and 3s(sr/I,~l[~>s and no yj, 
1 <j < Ir,v /, is enabled in s)} 
%‘ep := {La”p(U[N]) / NEPJKI}. 
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Theorem 2 (Compositionality of Ptrp). Y’*‘P is compositional for 8. 
Proof. Obviously, _!Z’:“P = step(P’r”) and .Y”* = step o Yp”“’ hold. We exploit the 
compositionality of Y porn to prove the compositionality of Step. There are some 
(k-ary) operators Opk used in the proof of Theorem 1 with the property 
(2) 
for all Ll,...,LkE.Yr. For these operators we simply use step o Opk in Ypstep. Such 
operators are W, W , AL, ii, h,, n, I$,, hi,j, and delete,. However, Eq. (2) fails for 
G,, F,,i, and G;,j as these operators need the direct predecessor of some label, which 
is more or less distributed in step(p). Thus, we apply a Min, operation to detect 
the direct predecessor of y in a step-language. As Min, moves any y as far to the 
left as possible we have to undo this effect later by a jJ operation. We would like 
to get step(G,(L)) = j o step o GY o Min,(step(L)) - yet, this equation is invalid. G?, 
cannot identify the label of the interface transition as a y-label may have more than 
one direct predecessor in a step-word. Since the label of the interface transition is 
deleted anyway, we can restrict the GY operation to step-words with only one direct 
predecessor step for each y-label. We define an operation Gz on step-words such that 
step(G,(L)) = j o G,* o Min,(step(L)) holds by 
G;(E) := E, G;(Xl):=X,, 
G,*Wzx) if IXri=l and yEX1, 
G,*(xr&x) := XrGy*(&x) if Y 6&, 
I otherwise. 
We define XI:= I =: Ix for any step-word x to ensure that step-words that can only 
be processed partly by GT are removed from the step-language. 
For 4,i we have the situation that an XT may become a predecessor of a label of 
the ith interface transition artificially when we apply the step-operation to a pomset. 
Analogous observation can be made for Gi,j. On the other hand, while with pomsets 
we have the problem that we may introduce forbidden circles in the ordering relation of 
a pomset, this problem simply does not exist with step-words. Therefore, we translate 
4.i and Gi,j directly to operations I$ and GTj on step-words such that 
step(e,i(step(L))) = y’i 0 5: 0 Min,,+(step(L)) 
and 
step( Gi,j( step(L))) = _i$o G,T, 0 Min, (step(L)) 
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hold. To do so, we define l$ as $5’ with 
$j,i(xlx2X) := 
{ 
xl$j,i(x2X) if X,(yi) = 0, 
(xl U {k.x,+})$j,i(X2X) ifx2(_Yi>=k 
and G,Tj as 4,G’ with 
$i,j(E) := G ~i,,Wl) :=x1, 
&,(x1&x) := 
i 
x1 dux2*) if Xz(yj) = 0, 
(xl U {k.Xl-}Mi,j(X2X) if&(.Yj)=k 
for non-empty steps Xl, X2 and step-sequences 1. 
For Mi,j;a we even have to apply the Min operator twice. As step-languages are 
closed under unstepping we find some step-word of the form ~rX{yi,yj}x~ with 
IX]= 2. Assume X = (~?,a”}. Thus, we have identified the two labels of the ith and 
jth interface transition to be a’ and a” (although we do not know whether a’ is the 
label of the ith or the jth interface transition). To simulate a meld,fjio we thus always 
have to replace pairs of a’, u” simultaneously by a new action name a in all steps 
preceding a {yi, yj}-step. We get 
step(Mi,j;.(step(L))) = ji 0 M$. 0 Min, 0 Min,,(step(L)) 
where Mi:.,. is defined by 
MTj;@) := e, M~j;.(xt):=xl, 
M;;a(&X2X) := 
1 
xM$.(x2x) if &(yi)= 0 =X~(Y,), 
(xl’J{k’~} - {k.~‘,k~a”})~~;~((& - {k.Yj})X) 
if X’{a’,U”}{yi, j}X” E Min,Min,,(step(L)) 
for some X),X”, and X2(yi)=k=X2(yj), 
I otherwise, 
for non-empty steps Xl, X2, and step-sequences x. 
We have presented translations for operations on sets of pomsets to operations on 
sets of step-words. Using these, we get the semantic counterparts o$~~ in Ypstrp of the 
syntactic operators op, of E from oTk of Theorem 1. For step-languages L, Lr, Lz: 
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r-6&L) = i,G,zMin,(L), m%k,(L) = delete,(L), 
a%:<,‘(L) = z L$Min?,(L), a$$$(L) = z G,T,Min, (L), 
m%,TjJL) = i, 5 M$,OMinY,Min,(L). 
meldcj(L) is again obtained directly from the syntactic construction described in 
Theorem 1. Further, delete,(L) = {w,}\L holds, where w, is the step {(x;)~‘, . . . , (.x,‘)‘~} 
for s=(sI,..., s,). The reason is that any x1? is always firable. Thus, deleting the 
“first s” elements or some arbitrary s-elements of x+-transitions in L leads to the same 
set. 0 
Definition 19 (Petri net language semantics). Y: YdV9 + 90 is defined by 
Y(N) :=Lo(WWh 
with 
Lo( U[N]) := {WE Act*; 30 E F( U[N]) : ALIp] = w and 
3s : (s~I[~I[G >s and no yj, 1 <j < lt~ 1 is firable in s)}. 
_!Zo := {Lo( U[N]) 1 N E YJW}. 
In contrast to the previous two semantics, we are not able to show compositionality 
of this interleaving semantics for 8 in general. Most semantic operations can easily be 
transferred from the step semantics, but it is impossible to present a semantic equivalent 
for the meld’-operator. In Fig. 9 we present two Petri nets with the same interleaving 
semantics that behave differently after having applied a meld:,;,. 
Therefore, we can conclude the following. 
Corollary 1 (Non-compositionality of 9). Y is not compositional for meMT. 
Corollary 2 (Compositionality of Y except for meldT). Y is compositional for d 
with the exception of meldT. 
Obviously, 90 = lin ( _Y;tep ) and Y = lin o Y Step = Y”‘J’ n Act* hold. Furthermore, 
for all operators opk : ( T~teP)k + Y~‘p except A!$,. and Min, (as used in the proof 
of Theorem 2) it is true that 
lin 0 opk(lin(Li), . . , lin(Lk)) = lin(opk(Ll,. . . , Lk)) (3) 
holds for L1, . . . , Lk E .2?lfep. We replace each opk by opk: (20)~ ---t 20 with qk := 
opk rl Act*. The Min,-operator cannot be transferred from step-words to words as is 
easily seen: Suppose {a, b} { y } is minimal with respect to y and let y be dependent 
on a only. Due to the concurrency of a and b the expression lin({a,b}{y}) not only 
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Fig. 9. Two Petri nets Nl, N2 with the same interleaving semantics Y(Nl ) = Y(N2) = {E, ayl } W (6, bys}. 
After a meld{2;c operation the semantics differ: Y’(meldf&(NI)) = {e,cyl} # {E} = Y(meldc2;,(N2)). 
yields the word bay but also aby which is not minimal with respect to y anymore. 
We avoid this by directly using the Min,-operator for words, i.e. we replace the op- 
erator Min, by Mitt, o lin. Overall, 9 is a special case of Ygstep except for Mi:;a and 
thus compositional for & without the rneldT operation. 
6. Applications 
One question which naturally arises concerning the expressiveness of this calculus 
is: How does it relate to other calculi of nets? We will especially consider the Box 
calculus [ 131 and Milner’s Action calculus [ 151. 
First, we take a short look at the Box calculus. The semantics of a program in a 
simple, parallel programming language B(PN)* is described by a combination of so- 
called Petri Boxes. A Petri Box is a safe Petri net with distinguished sets of input 
and output places. Usually, a Box begins firing with a token on each of its input 
places and terminates with one token on each output place. Petri Boxes simulate the 
control flow of a program as well as the data the program operates on. They can be 
combined by operators modelling the typical constructs in parallel programming like 
sequential and parallel composition, non-deterministic choice, loops, synchronization, 
and so on. Elementary Petri Boxes, from which other Petri Boxes are derived, are 
Boxes consisting of one input place, one output place and (in general) one transition 
describing the action that has to take place. Variables are simulated by special Data 
Boxes; assignments are handled by synchronization between transitions of the control 
flow and transitions of a Data Box. We show in the following how the operations of 
sequential composition and non-deterministic choice can be handled in our calculus d 
by the use of contexts. As we already have two sets of distinguished elements in a 
Petri net that can act as input and output we make a minor change to the concept of 
Boxes: instead of output places we consider output transitions. 
As a first example we present the sequential composition. Sequential composition of 
two nets has been defined in [ 131 and in [4] where a certain output has to be produced 
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Fig. 10. Two arbitrary Petri nets N1 and N2 with dim(N1) = (ml, nl ), dim(N2) = (m2, “2) and their sequential 
composition Nl ; N2, 
in the first net before the second net can begin firing. In a simpler form, this operation 
also appears in the SCONE calculus [S] as the prefixing of an expression by an action. 
We describe the sequential composition as follows: Let NI and N2 be nets with di- 
mensions (ml, ni) and (~2, nz), respectively. The sequential composition Ni; N2 has 
dimension (ml,nz); an interface place of N2 receives one token if each of the interface 
transitions of Ni has fired once. This idea is graphically presented in Fig. 10. Obvi- 
ously, the sequential composition operator “; ” depends on the dimensions of the nets 
Ni and N2. We define a parametrized syntactic operator “;t;,“l”, which is applicable 
to two Petri nets of dimension (ml,nl) and (mz,n2) for arbitrary n2, by 
N;;;*“’ N’ := (Plj P'iJ {p,,. . ., pn,}, T Ij T’ii {t}, F u F’u&, 
kJA’u{t H z}, sUs’,p,t’), 
where F seq:={(~(~),pk)I~b~~~l}U{(pk,~)I1~~~~~}U{(~,p’(~))I16k~m2}. We 
can express these operators in & by an appropriate context (with 11, therefore we need 
the parameter ml ) by (compare Fig. 10): 
SEQ,“:,“’ := hide: ,,.,., ]hidef ,,.,,, n, larcT’P (I ,..., n1)*(1,..., .,,5-hidelhide~~,+,,+~ ,.... ml+n,+m*) 
arcr,lTlf;,-(m,+n,+l,..., m,+n,+m>) (a4Z,R,) - (,,...,, @ace”’ II a-@ans) II 0). 
Obviously, Ni; N2 = Ni;;;,“’ N2 = SEQ$,“’ [N, II N2], f or nets Ni of dimension (mi,ni). 
As we have found an expression in 6’ for each operator ;z:,“’ these operators are 
compositional in our semantics. Additionally, we have seen that the dimension of a Petri 
net can be determined from its semantics. This means, given only the semantics Y(N) 
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Fig. 11. The choice NI ONE. Input and output are formed as a direct product of the inputs and outputs of 
NI and N2. An input place marked with (i,j) is the ((i - 1) m2 +j)th place of the interface, an output 
transition (i,j) gets position ((i - 1) n* +j) in the interface. 
and Y(N’) of two arbitrary nets N and N’ we can decide which operator ;z;J’l to apply 
for the sequential composition N; N’. Thus, we can determine the semantics of N; N’. 
Therefore, also the non-parametrized sequential composition ; becomes compositional. 
The choice operator q decides non-deterministically with which of two given nets 
Nt and N2 to continue. The choice is made at the moment of the first firing of a 
transition of either Nt or N2. Once a transition of Nt has fired, NZ must be disabled, 
and vice versa. One can easily express this by using a product of the input places of 
Nt and N2. This is depicted in Fig. 11. Firing the first r-transition leading into Nt, e.g., 
consumes the tokens on the places (1,1) to (1, mz), disabling all transitions that could 
produce tokens on the interface places of N2. The output works in a similar way; 
if each (former) interface transition of, say, Nt has fired once, each of the inter- 
face transitions (1,1) to (nl,n2) may also fire once. A context CHOICE~;:~; for this 
construction can obviously be derived. In analogy to the sequential composition we 
conclude CHOICE~;$; [Nl 11 N2] = N 1 q N 2 and get compositionality even for the non- 
parametrized operator q . 
As a further example we want to take a look at the action calculus for Petri nets 
of Milner [15]. Milner constructs Petri nets from operations prej, post;, and markp 
for transition names t and vectors of places p. A local binding operation vt declares 
the pre- and postset of a transition t to be fully defined. The first three operations 
may be combined by parallel product while the local binding applies to the whole 
expression derived so far. A distributive law allows for the rearrangement of operators: 
vt(E 11 mark,) = vt(E) I( markP, vt(E 11 preh’) = vt(E) II prei, and an analogous equation 
for post;‘, for an expression E and transitions t, t’ with t # t’. We may write, e.g., 
the Petri net N2 of Fig. 3 as v4pre&,g II post&,.,) II Wpreiz,ps II pos$&) II markp,rp2,P3 
in Milners calculus. The operations pre’ 
operations arcPbT, arcT+p, 
I’ post;, and mark* can be expressed by our 
and mark, e.g., the expressions pre;,,,, IIpostL3 (lmarkP,,P2 
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and arcf;r;~_ ( l.I )arcTZ’; marklmarkz (place3 11 t-trans) represent the same Petri net. 
Cleariy, we must provide a place or t-trans operation in our calculus whenever a 
formerly unused name p or t shows up. After a local binding, no further arcs can be 
added to a transition, so vt is equivalent to a hider-operator for the transition t. We get 
different effects from Milners parallel operator depending on whether a local binding has 
already been applied to a transition t or not. While vt(pr$,) I[ vt( post;,) represents a net 
with two transitions, vt(preL 11 post$) has only one transition. In the former expression 
there are two (possibly concurrent) transitions, both with name t, as we would expect 
from a parallel operator. In the latter formula, though, the two transitions are merged 
into one, just as if we had applied a meld’ operation. Milners parallel product consists 
of a mixture of synchronization and disjoint union, which we denote by the symbol 
IlsY. Without loss of generality we assume that unbound transitions (those outside the 
scope of a local binding) in an expression have names tl, t2,. . . , and so forth. We can 
then interpret tl to be the first interface transition, t2 the second, and so on. It is rather 
simple to explain the parallel product IIs), using a context in 6. For the nets N, and N2 
of Fig. 10 let n:= min{nl,nz} and define SYNC:; :=meldlT[,,+l;,, ...meld~,I+,,;,(*). 
It is easily seen that SYNC~;[N, I/ N2] =N, lls,N2. Again, as we can detect the required 
parameters in the semantics, even the non-paiametrized Il,Yy-operator of Milner becomes 
compositional in our semantics. 
Operations of other calculi allowing for the synchronization of two transitions can 
be modelled in the same way. Such operations exist, e.g., in the calculi of Best 1131 
or Gorrieri [S]. 
In general, many operations from calculi for Petri nets can be expressed using 
the same technique: Construct the disjoint union of the participating Petri nets by a 
I/-operator and embed this construction into an appropriate context. There is a common 
form of operation that cannot be derived in this way: a recursion operator. Such an 
operator generally creates an infinite net from a given finite one. 
We conclude this chapter with a remark on removing parts of a Petri net; this is 
only supported by the operations meld’ and meldP in our calculus. Other operations 
for removing structure cannot be performed directly. We are mainly interested in the 
semantics of a Petri net and not in its structure. For example, if we want to remove 
a transition from a Petri net we really would like to have a behaviour in which the 
transition cannot fire. This can be done easily; we introduce a new place into the net, 
attach it to our transition by an arcP+T -operator, and hide the place. The transition 
becomes dead and cannot be detected in any way. Overall, we get the same effect in the 
behaviour that removing the transition would have yielded. In a similar way, we can 
try to handle the removal of a place. Instead of eliminating a place from a net, which 
cannot be done in our calculus, we introduce a new transition, attach it to the place 
using an arcT-+p -operator, and r-hide it. The production of tokens on the place by the 
new T-transition is unobservable, so we have a potentially infinite number of tokens 
available. No transition is disabled because of too few tokens on this place. Thus, 
removal of a place or feeding arbitrary many tokens onto this place are semantically 
equivalent for many semantics. However, this does not work for the pomset behaviour; 
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in a pomset we may be able to distinguish between tokens of different sources 
look at the causality relation. 
7. Maximal behaviours 
by a 
There is some serious objection to a language semantics for Petri nets due to the fact 
that for any Petri net there is a Free Choice net (see, e.g., [l 11) with the same language. 
A place, p, is called shared if there are different transitions tl, t2 with F(p, tl) >O and 
F( p, t2) > 0, i.e., p is an input place for several transitions. A Petri net is called a Free 
Choice net if only those transitions with exactly one input place may possess a shared 
input place. In other words, if some transition t possesses several input places none of 
them is shared. As a consequence, any token in a Free Choice net on a shared input 
place of transitions tl, t2 possesses the free choice to decide whether “it fires tl or t2”. 
Free Choice nets have to guess how to solve conflicts while Petri nets may control 
conflicts. However, a wrong guess in a Free Choice net can be hidden in a deadlock, 
i.e. a prefix of the original firing-sequence, and is therefore invisible in prefix-closed 
languages. The same objection holds for step-languages and pomset-languages. Fig. 12 
shows the idea of this technique of simulating an arbitrary Petri net (pomset-, step-) 
language by a Free Choice net (pomset-, step-) language. This strange equivalence is 
avoided by maximal behaviours. 
Definition 20 (Maximal behaviours). Let J be a special symbol in Act, not used 
before. By pJ we denote the word pJ in case of p E L(N), the step-word p{ J} 
in case of PEL$‘~J’(N), and the pomset [(X,U{J}, <,U {x<~~xEX,},~,U{~~ 
J})] in case of p E D”“(N). The maximal behaviours of N are defined by 
L(S’ef’3)m”(N) := LCS@P)(N) U {&(a),/ 1 r~ E FCSzeP)(N) and CJ is maximal}, 
LpomPmai-(N) := Lp”“(N) U {Q(n),/ 1 xis a maximal process of N}. 
Sstep(N1) = {{E}, {a}} = 9”P(N2) 
‘sPO*(N1) = {(E),(U)} = SPom(N*) 
Fig. 12. A Petri net N1 with an equivalent Free Choice net N2 where N2 “solves” conflicts by guessing and 
hiding a wrong guess in an invisible deadlock. 
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pWqvo~,)m~ := {L (steJ’,pom,)mar(N) 1 N E 9X9) is the class of maximal (step-, pomset-) 
languages of Petri nets. 
Unfortunately, we cannot give a compositional semantics for our calculus 8 for 
maximal behaviours. Consider an arbitrary net expression N and the constructions 
N’ := (place 11 t-trans) 11 N and N” := hideparcP’T N’ 1 _ 1 ( ). As the newly introduced tran- 
sition t of N’ is disabled in N”, N and N” show the same behaviour. In N’ though, 
the transition t is always firable, meaning the behaviour of N’ does not contain any 
maximal elements (with a ,/). Therefore, we have to be able to determine all maximal 
elements of the behaviour of N” directly from the non-maximal behaviour of N”. This 
cannot be done for general Petri nets but for a subclass of so-called basic nets. 
Definition 21 (Basic nets). A Petri net N = (P, T, F, 2, so,p, t) is called basic if N pos- 
sesses no arcs from transitions to places and all of its places and transitions are public, 
i.e., belong to the interface. 
A basic net can be constructed solely by use of the operators place, a-trans, 11, and 
arcPfT of the calculus &. We split our calculus & into two levels, the first for the 1-J 
construction of basic nets and the second level with the remaining operators, such that 
we can still build all possible Petri nets. 
Definition 22 (A calculus grnar for maximal behaviours). ~9”~ is a two-level calculus 
over Act defined by 
Level 1: Vu E Act : V’i, j E kJ: 
BN := 0 lplace I a-trans I BNllBN I arcF’:(BN) 
Level 2: ‘da E Act : Vi, j E IV : b’s E prm : Vy171 E y x y: 
PN :E BN 1 PN II PN I arcF$‘(PN) / mark,(PN) 1 reorder,(PN) 
1 hider(PN) I hider(PN) / T-hidei I meld%,.(PN) 
This new calculus drastically restricts the use of contexts. Normally, nets and con- 
texts are expressed with operations of both levels of the calculus. This of course means 
that a Petri net can be embedded into a context only by using operations of level 2 
now, explicitly forbidding the use of arcp+T -operators. A Petri net can therefore only 
be connected to a context by arcs from transitions to places and not by arcs from places 
to transitions. Such contexts are discussed in some detail in [16]. Also, some modu- 
lar decomposition techniques use this concept of connecting parts of Petri nets, see, 
e.g., [20]. 
We cannot express the meld[j-operator as before by introducing two new z-actions 
with the ith and jth interface place as pre- and post-places. Also, we cannot use x-- 
transitions as before in the universal context. 
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Fig. 13. Some net N with dimension (m, n) embedded into its universal context CJE,?. 
Additionally, in maximal behaviours the $-transitions (we will write just Xi for XT 
from now on) of U have to fire infinitely. However, we must still be able to simulate 
those contexts that send only a finite number of tokens to N. Therefore, we add r- 
transitions to U that can disable the xi-transitions at any point of the simulation. The 
universal context suggested in [16] works well for interleaving semantics, but as we 
also investigate pomset semantics with autoconcurrency, our universal context must be 
defined as follows. 
Definition 23 (Universal context for maximal behaviours). The universal context for 
a maximal behaviour of dimension (m,n) (as presented in Fig. 13) is defined by 
UE,mu :=hide~z-hide,arc~~‘~hide~mark~1,..,,,)arc~~’~z-hided, m,n 
arcLzTm (d,-trans /I arc;;. 2m@lace2m 11 c,-trans /I x,-trans)) 
and U,“, from Definition 16. Again, we denote U[y[N] by Umar[N] for a 
N of dimension (m,n). 
Petri net 
We again use an LT)-beh aviour for our semantics where no yj-transitions of 
the universal context may remain enabled. This condition is trivially fulfilled for all 
maximal elements of the behaviour. 
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Definition 24 (Maximal semantics). The maximal semantics 9’(st“J’~pom),mar are defined 
for a Petri net N E ,$$3J/.$ by $/‘o(steP,Pod?QJ(N) := L~pom)Tmax( ,lJ”“[N]) := Ll;rtep,Pom) 
(U”“[N]) u (L(srep@‘m),mar( U”“[N]) n (POM* J)). 
We get the following compositionality result. 
Theorem 3 (Compositionality of maximal semantics). The semantics Yppom,max and 
9step~mar are compositional for c!?“~, and YmM is compositional for &FM without 
meld T. 
Proof. The proofs of the compositionality of 9, Y”‘P, and YPom are modified for 
Y nlM) ~step,mm, and 9’J’om,mar as follows. The semantics a-t&% of a-trans remains 
the same: yt W W(a- yl), step(yr U W( a 4 yl)), and yt W WayI, respectively, as 
there are no finite maximal behaviours for a-trans. pze has to be changed in multiple 
ways, as not only the x,-transition is missing in the universal context but also x1 may 
become dead after any number of firings due to an invisible withdrawal of the token 
in the Ur,“M-part. Thus pze becomes W x1 U ( W x1 )J, step( W xl ) U (step( W xt ))J, 
and x1 * UX~*,,/, respectively. Notice that the operations reorder,, hide’, and z-hide do 
not influence the token game of a Petri net. Then, of course, they have no influence 
on maximality either. This also holds for meld,T,;.. We have to remember here that 
pomsets with an unbalanced number of labels yi and yj are removed anyway. For 
pomsets where this number is balanced, replacing the ith and jth interface transition 
by a new one does not change the production and consumption of tokens. An operation - 
mark1 .p(i) adds a token to the ith interface place. The corresponding markl.p(i) operation 
simulates this by removing an xi-node from each pomset - leaving the token game 
and maximality unchanged. An analogous situation holds for the arcT*’ operation. 
A hideIf removes the part of the universal context that is attached to the ith interface 
place. Let 71 denote the z-transition that produces tokens for the xi-transition and 72 the 
transition that disables 71. Each pomset represents a behaviour with enabled as well as 
one with disabled zt-transition, see pze. Suppose, removing this part of the universal 
context makes a behaviour maximal (which happens if the zt/zz/xi-transitions were the 
only transitions firable). Then this behaviour has already been maximal (with the right 
number of firings of 71 and 72 (once)). Therefore, the behaviour with a v/ already 
exists in the semantics. Thus, the semantic operations YMM in the maximal semantics 
are trivially obtained from their counterparts . - in the non-maximal semantics for the 
syntactic operators reorder, hideP, hide’, z-hide, murk, and arcT+p: 
-““(PJ) := (-(P))J, 
TM (p) :-Y(p), for p E POM* (or STEP* or Act*, respectively). 
For 11 we obviously use 
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Fig. 14. Example of a net N in BN 
for pl,p2 E POM* (or STEP* or Act”, respectively), as for a maximal parallel be- 
haviour both involved behaviours have to be maximal. 
However, the ar&‘T- operator leads to severe difficulties in maximal semantics. The 
reason is that a new arc from place pi to transition tj may block this transition from 
firing. This may lead to a “local maximality”. However, whether the new overall be- 
haviour is maximal now depends on further possible activities outside from tj. Thus, 
when we apply the semantic counterpart a’;‘cI’=~,mM to a pomset p (or step-word x, or 
word w) without a J at the end we may receive a pomset p’ (or x’, or w’) where the 
decision whether p’ ends with a J may depend on global properties of the underlying 
net N. However, N is unknown in the semantic world. To overcome this inherent 
difficulty we have designed the two levels of d mM in such a way that all basic nets 
of level 1 (where we may apply an arciP,“jT -operator solely) have a nice “testing-for- 
maximality”-property. As stated before, for any basic net N E BN and any p E Y’Pom 
(N), 2 E Y”“‘q(N), and w E Y(N) we do not need to know N in order to test whether 
p, 1, and w may represent maximal behaviours. Fig. 14 presents an example. Obvi- 
ously, ~pom(N)= l&l wx2wx3wx4)w W(;i ha)w WC; L~)W W(; ha). 
Any p E YP”“(N) is the abstraction of a maximal process if there remains no pair of 
nodes (x2,x3), (x1,x4), or (x2,x4) without a successor node. Thus, for any “maximal” 
p E 9’p”“(N) we simply add pd to the semantics. This gives us a general principle 
on how to handle a compositional maximal behaviour on level 1: Use the composi- 
tional behaviour without maximal&y (i.e., 9’Pom, YSteP, or 9, respectively) and add pJ 
(xJ, wJ) to the behaviour for those p (x, w) that may represent maximal behaviours. 
We omit the rather trivial details. 0 
Of course, the Petri nets Nr and N2 of Fig. 12 differ in their maximal behaviours as 
EJ $ Y’@‘J’J’om,)mar(Nr) but EJ E Y (step,pom,)mar(N2) due to the possible wrong guess 
of N2. 
8. Summary 
We have enriched Petri nets with an interface and with an algebraic structure 8. 
In this framework, a Petri net context becomes an expression in d with an addi- 
tional variable. We have investigated a true-concurrency pomset behaviour for Petri 
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nets and, as special cases, an interleaving behaviour and some intermediate step- 
behaviour where concurrently enabled transitions may fire simultaneously. We have 
found a universal context U for each of those behaviours Bi and could prove the se- 
mantics Y: := Bi( U[N]) to be compositional. Additionally, we have presented a modi- 
fied two-level calculus grnax that yields compositional semantics for the corresponding 
maximal behaviours ByM. Thus, while q’(N) := Bi(N) presents only some naive se- 
mantics without interesting algebraic properties we suggest the definition of a semantics 
as the behaviour of a net embedded in its universal context. This slight change results 
in compositionality. 
Originally, we first found the compositional semantics for interleaving languages, 
“extended” this result to step-languages, and, finally, to pomset-languages, noticing 
that the proofs get easier for the more general pomset case. We could also present a 
calculus d’, similar to &, for free Petri nets with interfaces, such that 9 also proves 
to be compositional for 6’. This has led to a new proof of Hack’s algebraic Petri net 
languages characterization, see [l 11, and to an algebraic characterization for DJLppOm, [23]. 
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